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                 Computers in my opinion will gain sentience when they acquire 
the ability to destroy. This is not only for evilutionary reasons, but for a more 
human one. Fear is the chemical in the brain that produces the emotion that 
tells us to take flight and get the fuck out of their. It also allows us to put 
much attention into the developments of patterns, so we can see events 
[dangerous ones] unfolding long before they occur. This prophecy or Gestalt 
is the reason behind our present status as rulers of the URth. Western 'white'
man is probably one of the most fearful races of our species, Homo-Sapien. 
This is evident in the fear that is white racism. Which is often ignorantly 
identified with hate, when in actuality it is the fear of the unknown [occult]. 
This urban neurosis is known as Xenophobia. Fear is the weak emotion 
prevalent only in creatures of a similar physical stature. This weakness is 
thus evidence of the absence of wild unkempt adventure in ones life. Such a 
dangerous avocation is rarely indulged by weaker species, and its such hair 
raising adventure that is the stuff of life. This is the true reason behind our 
urban neurosis, its the divorce of man from the adventurous life of Nature. 
His loss of instinct [strong emotion, especially the unconscious irrational 
anger of the wild] is evidence of his abstraction and objectification from the 
vital world. Its this objectivity though that makes science possible; this was 
provided to us by our xenophobic fear of nature. This further explains the 
true psychological motives behind the demons [fears] that haunt us at night. 
For when the darkness of ignorance descends upon us, are vision- so crucial 
to our ability to think ahead by noticing patterns, is almost eliminated. It is at
such times when we begin to loose control of our situation, and life is thrown 
into chaos. So I feel it becomes obvious that our fear of the werewolf and 
other such alien(ated) beasts is in accuality our fear of the undomesticated 
URth. One of our greatest horror stories, so loved by our masochistic society,
was given to us appropriate enough by the European Mary Shelly. Her story 
of Frankenstein is the moral tale of the danger that can occur when a dead 
man is brought back to life. Such danger is evident in the razor like claws of 
the night stalkers that roam the dense URban landrape, where one doesn't 
often find a neurotic suppression of emotion. To bring a human to life would 
evoke the untamed emotion of the wild [and natural]  beasT. Behavior of this 
kind is frowned upon in our domesticated rational society. The wild beast 
exists only in small cells behind bars; as is obvious by any visit to zoo, 
ghetto, or state ran prison. The problem with the suppression of emotional 
instinct is 



that a sort of volcano effect occurs, where pressure continually builds until it 
erupts in a orgasm of violence. Such apocalyptic events can be seen in the 
serial killer [who are often quiet white men] and the child of the new aeon 
itself, the @m bomb [@m, like Cain- the son of Adam and Lilith, is the murder
of man]. These have the ability to destroy civilization as we know it, and such
disorder would bring anarchy to the safe suburban white fortress [where with
the help of the KKK and the police the savages are kept at bay]. So we see 
the reason why Frankenstein is perhaps our most frightening myth. For in its 
pages a dead man is brought back to life, and such strength is not easily 
subdued. And accordingly all hell then breaks loose. 
                  Satan was largely based upon the Greek pagan god Pan, its from 
this wild god of nature that we get our words for panic and pandemonium. So
therefore for a computer to gain sentience it would have to gain the ability to
destroy. The life of a creature is certain when it turns on us and threatens are
control of a situation; this feeling is also evident in us when we liberate 
ourselves from the taboo of conformity. Such a rebel was the Angel Lucifer 
and of course Frankenstein's monster.
                  Some might say that the Virus has given the computer this power
of annihilation. So conditions might become right for the eviloution of the 
digital machine into the unconventional domain of life. Anyone who hasn't 
been witness to a computer acting irrational, hasn't had their system 
infected by a virus. If ever a computer were created that had the ability to 
obliterate weaker machines, and actually posed a real threat to the 
beuracracy of our great democracy, it would soon be destroyed [like all other
dangerous predators] or subdued and incarcerated. Scientists who study the 
medicine of life would  then dissect the code to the discover its mystery; 
which ironically enough we created in the first place. Such dissection would 
inevitably destroy the life of the beast, like the splitting of the @m. Only 
becoming another casualty in sciences War in Heaven.

                   The original part one of this document before you was conceived 
in the bored mind of the author many moons ago. My loose speculations on 
the creation of NEW and IMPROVED invisible friends, the holy grail of 
geekdom, seems rather prophetic now. In the time that separates these 
articles my understanding of the operation of (my) Nature has grown with 
great Quantum leaps. These leaps have occurred in the form of Paradigm 
shifts that alter ones reality principle, allowing for momentary glimpses of 
the world from an eagles eye view. Such a gestalt occurred when I 
formulated the hypothesis mentioned in the first half of this essay. Years had 
passes since I had last thought about the implications of the emergence of 
Nu life. With such change coums the prophecy I make now that the computer
will slay man, and the only thing to survive such a nuclear 



winter will be digital life. These are the Maitian Mutations spoken of by 
Kenneth Grant. 
                  Consider this a vision of your coming impending doom. Where in 
the child of the Nu aeon, @m, murders his brother (B)abel. The computer will
be able to fulfill this evolutionary role, when and if it gains the power to 
annihilate goD [its creator]. As of now it sits at your desk like a lump of clay 
waiting to have the breath of life evoked. In my opinion conditions are 
already favorable for the spirit to be given flesh. 
                  The ghost in the machine is created by means of viral infection. 
This causes the machines code to be altered in ways never dreamed of by its
creators, and such mutations become the gray goo nightmares of sys 
operators everywhere. This emergent life will only become more resilient, for
the forces of evil(oution) are hard at work to defeat any means of slowing it 
down. 
                   In my original article I made the point that where AI scientists 
erred was that they had only succeeded in creating one hemisphere of the 
brain. That they being the anal types they are hadn't even noticed the more 
chaotic and destructive elements of nature. Such attributes are commonly 
associated with the Right brain [which interestingly enough controls the left 
hand]. I had speculated then that until they had succeeded in uniting these 
opposing forces, their work would be for naught. At that time though I was 
quite unsure how this 'Chaos' could be created; now I think I may. For in my 
opinion due to the destructive emotional drives of the Hacker we now have 
computer viruses that do just that [wreak havoc]. This shock to the system is
the equivalent of Frakensteins monster being re-animated via the destructive
power of light. This bolt from the blue is the spirit descending to the Urth 
where via evocation it is given flesh. Soon the boring calculator begins to act 
a bit irrational, exhibiting strange spontaneous behavior. I find it interesting 
that I described the ego [the fortress of logic] as the memetic meta-virus, 
and a computer virus would represent chaos. This is explained as a matter of
density, for the virus of ego extended far enough becomes Information so 
dense that it begins to become incoherent. This is mirrored in Physics where 
the rational world of Newton, was replaced by the very abstract realm of 
Einstein, and is now surpassed by the alien realm of Quantum physics. 
Where as the ego correlates to the falling Apple, the computer virus 
correlates to the vibrating @omic particle, that is beyond [i.e. is alien to] 
rational comprehension. So by destroying the computers towering walls of 
addiction and subtraction, your allowing possibility for creativity to surface.  
Pushing this mutation are the dark forces of the Pandemonaeon; emerging to
inaugurate the Nu Aeon of the @m bomb. The Fat man will once again arise, 
to the Splendor and glory of the couming of the Lord.



                                       Peace Be With You
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